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VINCENT VAN GOGH
1853–1890

Martin Heidegger

Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes



Ein bloßes Ding?







Attention! Master Jizo asked Hogen, “Where have you come from?”

“I pilgrimage aimlessly”, replied Hogen.

“What is the matter of your pilgramage?” asked Jizo.

“I don’t know,” replied Hogen.

“Not knowing is the most intimate,” remarked Jizo.

At that, Hogen experienced great enlightenment.



Not-Knowing 不知 or Knowing-Nothing 無知? 













1. The Style of Calm Flower

2. The Style of Infinitely Deep Flower

3. The Styoe of Mysterious Flower

Seami:  “On Attaining the Stage of Yūgen”, Source: 282ff



Snow Piled in a Silver Bowl

The Flower of Stillness



Snow covers the thousand mountains –– why does one lonely peak remain 
unwhitened?

The Flower of Supreme Profundity



At  midnight in Silla the sun is bright.

The Flower of the Miraculous



Yōkan 羊羹



Aesthetic-Epistemology: the Depth of the Non-Metaphorical



Der Unter-
Schied ist weder 
Distinction noch 
Relation. Der 
Unter-Schied ist 
im höchsten Fall 
Dimension für 
Welt und Ding. Martin Heidegger 

1959,1985. Unterweg zur 
Sprache, Frankfurt am Main: 
Vittorio Klostermann: 23.
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Koto ba

Aus Einem Gespräch von Der Sprache: zwischen einem Japaner und einem Frgaenden 



Suggestion



honobono to

Akashi no ura no

asagiri ni

shimagakureyuku

fune wo shi zo omou Dimly, dimly

The day breaks at Akashi Bay;

And in the morning

My heart follows a vanishing ship

As it goes behind an island.

Fujiwara no Kintō (966-1041) Translation: Keene 1969: 295



Yūgen was a word used to describe the profound, remote, and mysterious, those things which 
cannot easily be grasped or expressed in words. Sources of Japanese Tradition: 278



In a certain reign (whose can it have been?) someone of no very great rank, among all His 
Majesty’s Consorts and Intimates, enjoyed exceptional favor. Those others who had always 
assumed that pride of place was properly theirs despised her as a dreadful woman, while the 
lesser Intimates were unhappier still. The way she waited on him day after day only stirred up 
feeling against her, and perhaps this growing burden of resentment was what affected her 
health and obliged her often to withdraw in misery to her home; but His Majesty, who could 
less and less do without her, ignored his critics until his behavior seemed bound to be the talk of 
all.  

Murasaki Shikibu, The Tale of Genji, translated by Royall Tyler, Penguin 
Classics, Deluxe Edition, 2001: 3. 



At dusk one blustery and suddenly chilly autumn day, His Majesty, assiled more than ever by 
memories [..]under a beautiuful evening moon, […] except that he would have preferred even to 
his vivid dream her simple reality in the dark. (7)



Hearing the wind sign, burdening with drops of dew all Miyagi Moor, my heart 
helplessly goes out to the little hagi frond

Murasaki Shikibu, The Tale of Genji, translated by Royall Tyler, Penguin 
Classics, Deluxe Edition, 2001: 8. 



漢皇重色思傾國，御宇多年求不得。

楊家有女初長成，養在深閨人未識。

天生麗質難自棄，一朝選在君王側。

回眸一笑百媚生，六宮粉黛無顏色。

春寒賜浴華清池，溫泉水滑洗凝脂。

侍兒扶起嬌無力，始是新承恩澤時。

雲鬢花顏金步搖，芙蓉帳暖度春宵。

春宵苦短日高起，從此君王不早朝。

白居易《長恨歌》



1. Vagueness in historical facts: time, reign, name (emperor and the consort) etc. (In contrast 
to Yang Gui Fei and Tang Ming Huang’s Tale)

2. Precision in relationships: the reactions towards the woman (1) how those who are 
powerful in the court; (2) how those who are less intimate

3. Individuality: the favour comes from the indiviudal passion of the emperor and is not in 
particularly determined by the beauty (normally socially defined) of the woman. (Again, in 
contrast to Yang and Li’s Tale )

4. Bond to be destinated: the relatioship is not determined in this life but past life.

5. Bond to be seen: The divine beauty of the Descendent, not necessarily the woman.

6. The order of the bond: The emperor loves the son because of his mother, not vice versa as 
normally in the Chinese order.

7. The delicacy of feeling instead of the hierachy in society (8)



Zeami’s definition of yūgen: 

Elegance, calm, profundity, mixed with the feeling of mutability.

Ueda 1961: 76



Yūgen: The inner beauty of an object ourwardly expressed by means of art.

Makoto Ueda, 1961. “Zeami on Art: A Chapter for the History of Japanese Aesthetics”, The 
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 20, no.1: 75



Snowy petals scatter

At the cherry-blossom hunting

On the field of Katano:

Shall I ever see again

Such a beautiful spring dawn?

Ueda 1961: 76



Slowly, quietly.

The spear-shaped cedar-tree

On Mt. Kagu

Came to assume an air of austerity,

With its roots under the moss.

Ueda 1961: 76



If I may illustrate my purport by the principle of two ways in Buddhism, being and non-being, 
then the appearance will correspond to being and the vessel to non-being. To take an example, 
a crystal, although it is a pure, transparent object without color or pattern, produces fire and 
water. Why is it that two entirely heterogenious things like fire and water emerge out of one 
transparent object? A poem says:

Smash a cherry-tree,

And you  will find no blossom

In the splinters.

It is in the sky of spring

That cherry-blossoms bloom.

Ueda 1961: 77 



羚羊掛角

無跡可求

“antelopes who, hanging by their horns, 

leave no trace by which they could be found.”



Snow piling in a silver bowl



羚羊掛角

無跡可求

“antelopes who, hanging by their horns, 

leave no trace by which they could be found.”



Withered vines, old trees, twilight crows.

Small bridge, flowing water, people’s homes.

Ancient road, the west wind, gaunt horse.

The evening sun sinks westward, a man, broken-hearted, on a far horizen.

天淨沙·秋思

枯藤、老樹、昏鴉。

小橋、流水、人家。

古道、西風、瘦馬。

夕陽西下，斷腸人在天涯。



On the withered bough

A crow has alighted:

Nightfall in autumn.

枯朶に

烏のとまりけり

秋の暮

(Text and Translation in Keene 1969: 296)



見渡せば

花も紅葉も

なかりけり

浦の苫屋の

秋の夕暮

In this wide landscape

(I) see no cherry blossoms

And no crimson leaves ––

Evening in autumn over

A straw-thatched hut by the bay.

Fujiwara no Teika (1162-1241) Text and Translation in Keene 1969: 298



辛夷塢

木末芙蓉花

山中發紅萼

澗戶寂無人

紛紛開且落

Red Magnolia Hollow

Branches bring forth lotus lilies,

In the mountains crimson buds,

Silent doors, deserted valley,

And one by one unfolds and drops.



見渡せば

花も紅葉も

なかりけり

浦の苫屋の

秋の夕暮

Text and Translation in Keene 1969: 298

木末芙蓉花

山中發紅萼

澗戶寂無人

紛紛開且落
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IV. Sharawadgi and Zen-garden: a conclusion or questioning?



Shara’aji (洒落味)

(The Japanese Wèi)

白麻地山水楼閣模様帷子
Rōkaku ganryūsui mon’yō katabira



II. Not-Knowing is the most Intimate: an Aesthetic Epistemology



THANK YOU



Rǔ Ware 

汝瓷
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